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In two previous papers [LMMS98, MMS98℄, we outlined a framework forprotool analysis employing assumptions di�erent from those used in virtuallyall other formal approahes. Spei�ally, most formal approahes use a basimodel of adversary apabilities whih appears to have developed from positionstaken by Needham and Shroeder [NS78℄ and a model presented by Dolev andYao [DY83℄. This set of modeling assumptions treats ryptographi operationsas \blak-box" primitives, with plaintext and iphertext treated as atomi datathat annot be deomposed into sequenes of bits. Furthermore, as explainedin [MMS97, Pau97a, Sh96℄, there are limited ways for an adversary to learnnew information. For example, if a deryption key is sent over the network \inthe lear," it an be learned by the adversary. However, it is not possible forthe adversary to learn the plaintext of an enrypted message unless the entirederyption key has already been learned. Generally, the adversary is treated as anondeterministi proess that may attempt any possible attak, and a protool isonsidered seure if no possible interleaving of ations results in a seurity breah.The two basi assumptions of this model, perfet ryptography oupled withnondeterministi omputation on the part of the adversary, provide an idealizedsetting in whih protool analysis beomes relatively tratable. However, thismodel redues the power of the adversary relative to real-world onditions. Asa result, it is possible to prove a protool orret in this standard model, evenwhen the protool is vulnerable to simple deterministi attaks.Our goal is to establish a framework that an be used to analyze proto-ols (and, potentially, other omputer seurity omponents) under the stan-dard assumptions of omplexity-based ryptography. In [LMMS98℄, we outlineda re�nement of spi-alulus [AG97℄ that requires a alulus of ommuniatingprobabilisti polynomial-time proesses and an asymptoti form of observationalequivalene. We proposed basi de�nitions of the key onepts and disussed thepotential of this framework by examining some extremely simple protools. Thesequential fragment of our alulus is developed in more detail in [MMS98℄,where a preise orrespondene is proved between a modal-typed lambda al-ulus and probabilisti polynomial-time omputation. In the present paper, wetest our basi de�nitions by onsidering further appliations and develop a morere�ned probabilisti semantis. Using our improved semantis, we sketh a proofof orretness for a less trivial protool. Spei�ally, we prove orretness of amutual authentiation protool proposed by Bellare and Rogaway [BR94℄. Thisseurity proof involves some reasoning about a spei� form of asymptoti prob-abilisti observational equivalene for our proess alulus. Sine, to the bestof our knowledge, there has been no previous work on proess equivalene upto some error tolerane, this argument and the diÆulties we have enounteredmotivate further investigation into resoure-bounded probabilisti semantis andinformation hiding.In addition to relying on the basi relation between observational equivaleneand seurity properties developed in the spi-alulus [AG97℄, we have drawninspiration from the ryptography-based protool studies of Bellare and Rogaway[BR94, BR95℄. In these studies, a protool is represented as a set of orales, eah



orresponding to one input-output step by one prinipal. These orales are eahavailable to the adversary, whih is represented by a probabilisti polynomial-time orale Turing mahine. There are some similarities to our setting, sinean adversary has aess to eah input-output step by a prinipal by sendingand reeiving data on the appropriate ports. However, there are some signi�anttehnial and methodologial di�erenes. In our setting, the protool and theadversary are both expressed in a formal language. The use of a formal languageallows for proof tehniques that are based on either the syntati struture ofthe protool or on the semanti properties of all expressible adversaries. Wehave found the spei�ation method we have adopted from spi-alulus to berelatively natural and more systemati than the spei�ations used by Bellareand Rogaway. In partiular, it appears that our spei�ation of authentiationis stronger than the one used in [BR94℄, requiring us to prove more about theobservable properties of a protool exeution. Finally, by struturing our proofaround observational equivalene, we are led to develop general methods forreasoning about probabilisti observational equivalene that should prove usefulin analyzing other protools.2 Proess Calulus for Protool AnalysisA protool onsists of a set of programs that ommuniate over some medium inorder to ahieve a ertain task. Typially, these programs are parameterized bya seurity parameter k , with the idea that inreasing the value of k makes theprotool more seure. Often, k is just the length of the keys used in the protoolsine it is expeted that longer enryption keys make deryption more diÆult.For simpliity, we will onsider only those protools that require some �xednumber of ommuniations, independent of the seurity parameter. In otherwords, the number of messages sent bak and forth before the protool ompletesdoes not inrease, even as the seurity parameter is \ranked up," although thelength of the keys used throughout the protool will inrease. This simpli�a-tion is appropriate for most handshake protools, key-exhange protools andauthentiation protools. (Many widely-used protools, inluding he authentia-tion phase of SSL, serve as examples of \real-world" protools where the numberof messages remains �xed, even as the seurity parameter is inreased.) We arein the proess of extending our proess alulus to allow looping, whih willallow us to deal with more omplex protools, suh as those used to prove zero-knowledge. In the present paper, however, we present methods for reasoningabout asymptoti observational equivalene that rely on having a �xed boundon the depth of the onurrent proess exeution tree, and are therefore inap-propriate for protools where the number of messages depends on the seurityparameter.Following the work of Abadi and Gordon [AG97℄, we express seurity prop-erties of a protool P by writing an idealized protool Q whih is \patentlyseure." (Typially, Q requires magi mahinery not available in real ompu-tational environments, suh as perfet random number generators or perfetly



seure ommuniation hannels.) Then, we endeavor to show that, for any ad-versary, the interations between the adversary and P have the same observablebehavior as the interations between the adversary and Q . If this onditionholds, we an replae the ideal protool Q with the realizable protool P , with-out ompromising seurity.The adversary may then be thought of as a proess ontext, at whih pointthe task of reasoning about seurity is redued to the task of reasoning aboutobservational equivalene (also alled observational ongruene). Our frameworkis a re�nement of the spi-alulus approah in that we replae nondeterministiomputation with probabilisti polynomial-time omputation while simultane-ously shifting from a standard observational equivalene to an asymptoti formof observational equivalene.2.1 SyntaxThe syntax of our probabilisti polynomial-time alulus onsists of terms andproesses. The proess portion of the language is a bounded subset of asyn-hronous � -alulus. However, readers familiar with the traditional � -aluluswill note the absene of sope extrusion, or the ability to pass hannel names.These omissions are purposeful, and neessary, in order that the expressive powerof the alulus orrespond to what is ommonly believed reasonable in the ryp-tographi ommunity. It is best to think of the alulus presented here as a no-tationally familiar means of expressing parallelism and ommuniation, ratherthan to ompare it diretly to more traditional forms of � -alulus.The term portion of the language is used to express all data dependent om-putation. All terms have natural number type, so the only values ommuniatedfrom proess to proess are natural numbers (as is true in the real world). Wedo not present a formal grammar or semantis for the term alulus (althoughwe did so in [MMS98℄). For the purposes of this paper, the important onsid-eration is that the term language be able to express preisely the probabilistipolynomial time funtions from integers to integers. (Therefore, an alternativeformalism to that employed in [MMS98℄ would be Turing mahine desriptions,together with expliit polynomial time limits, and the understanding that a Tur-ing mahine omputation that exeeds its time limit outputs zero.) Beause thesyntax of the term language is unimportant, we use pseudo-ode to express termsthroughout the paper.In the grammar below P varies over proesses, T over terms, x over termvariables, and  over a ountably in�nite set C of hannel names. The set ofwell-formed proesses is given by the following grammar:P : : = 0 (termination)(�):P (private hannel)(x):P (input)hT i (output)[T = T ℄:P (math)P j P (parallel omposition)



To simplify the presentation of our probabilisti sheduling onventions, wepartition the set C of hannel names into two disjoint subsets: the private han-nel names and the publi hannel names. Any name  bound with (�) must bea \private" hannel name.Communiation between separate prinipals of a protool will normally takeplae aross publi hannels. Private hannels are used to ommuniate betweenproesses that are onsidered part of a single prinipal. Typially, these proesseswould be running on a single mahine, and their ommuniation would thereforebe invisible to other mahines on the network. Private hannels are also usedto express o�ine initialization steps in a protool, suh as the exhange of keysprior to the beginning of some ommuniation.Private hannels are also used in writing spei�ations; there, they are usedto transfer information between proesses in a way that is seure by �at. Oftenthis information is transmitted in enrypted form in the atual implementation;the statement of observational equivalene expresses the fat that enryptedommuniation should behave similarly to totally private ommuniation.We often sweeten our proess desriptions with a little syntati sugar. Wewrite !nP to mean the n-fold parallel omposition of P with itself. We writeLET x = y IN P as shorthand for (�):(hyi j (x):P ) where  is some privatehannel not ourring in P . As usual, we say P is losed if all variables in Pare bound.2.2 Probabilisti ShedulingTraditional proess aluli assume nondeterministi sheduling of omputations.In partiular, when there are several steps whih ould be hosen next, theone atually hosen is seleted nondeterministially. One motivation for thispoint of view is derived from failure analysis. If one wishes to prove a mission-ritial system to be one hundred perent reliable, it is interesting to onsider allpossible interleavings of omputation in order to see whether any of them yieldan unaeptable outome.However, from the point of view of realisti seurity analysis, nondeterminismgives too muh power to the adversary. For example, an adversary allowed tohoose a number nondeterministially may just selet the key required to deryptthe message. Seurity analysis, however, is founded on the notion that suh anevent an happen only with negligible probability, and is therefore of no onern.For the sake of onreteness, and to provide an introdution to our notationand methodology, we onsider a simple protool in whih one party, A , wishesto send a message seurely to another party, B , using publi-key enryption. Awill attempt to aomplish this feat by enrypting the message with B 's k -bitpubli key (Kb ). In the notation ommonly found in the literature, this protoolwould be expressed as: A! B : fmsggKbThe notation A! B indiates a message from A to B , while fxgy is ommonlyused to indiate a message (plaintext) x enrypted under key y . In our system,



we would desribe the protool asABhenrypt(Kb;msg)iThe hannel name AB is used to indiate that the message is being sent fromA to B . Of ourse, an adversary might interept or modify the message, so thehannel name serves only as a mnemoni.We assume that an evil adversary wishes to disover the message msg . Ifwe allow the adversary to onsist of the parallel omposition of 3 proesses E0 ,E1 and E , sheduled nondeterministially, then the message an be disovered.Spei�ally, we letE0 = !kEh0iE1 = !kEh1iE = E(b0): : : :E(bk�1):AB(x):Publihderypt(on(b0; : : : ; bk�1);msg)iProesses E0 and E1 eah send k bits on the same hannel. The intruder Ereads the message from A to B , nondeterministially reads the bits from E0 andE1 in suh an order so as to obtain B 's private key, and derypts the message.Although at �rst one might think that eliminating nondeterminism from the termalulus would be suÆient, this example demonstrates that nondeterminismannot be allowed even at the level of the proess alulus.Our probabilisti operational semantis is in the same spirit as Milner's re-ation relation approah [Mil92℄, whih was inspired by the Chemial AbstratMahine of Berry and Boudol [BB90℄. Simply put, the redution step is the \re-ation" between a proess ready to output on a hannel and a proess ready toreeive input on that same hannel. Our operational semantis provides a meansof alulating, at any point, whih proesses are eligible to interat, and then ofhoosing probabilistially from among this set.There are atually two soures of randomness in the exeution of a proess.The �rst, just disussed, is in the hoie of whih proesses will exeute next.The seond omes in the omputation of terms, whih themselves perform prob-abilisti omputations. Spei�ally, for any losed term T there is a �nite set ofpossible values T1; : : : ; Tk suh that the probability of T evaluating to Ti is piand Pi=1;k pi = 1.Our goal is to devise an intuitively plausible probabilisti semantis thatre�nes the standard nondeterministi semantis of � -alulus and allows us tomodel faithfully the seurity phenomena of interest. Subjet to these two primarygoals, we would also like to have as many natural equivalenes as possible. Forexample, all other things being equal, we would like parallel omposition tobe assoiative. The �rst goal, re�ning the standard nondeterministi semantis,means that our operational semantis will indue some probability distributionon the set of exeution sequenes allowed by the nondeterministi semantis.We assign probabilities in a \loal" manner, independent of the history of priorsteps leading to any proess state.



That ommuniations on private hannels be unobservable is of the utmostimportane in our framework. For example, it is vital thatP �= (�):( h0i j (x):P )when x does not our free in P . In words, we want any proess P to beequivalent to the proess that transmits some value on a private hannel, dis-ards the result of that ommuniation, and then proeeds as P . After all, giventhat private hannels are onsidered private, out-of-band ommuniation meh-anisms, there is no way that an adversary should be able to observe the privateommuniation.In order to guarantee unobservability, we must ensure not only that the on-tents of the transmission are unavailable to the adversary, but also that theexistene of the transmission annot beome known. In partiular, the ommu-niation must not skew the probability of other ations in the proess as theadversary might otherwise be able to distinguish the proesses by sampling thebehavior of the (supposedly equivalent) proesses.Consider the following onrete example:Ah0i j Ah1i:We would like this proess to be equivalent to:((�):(h0i j (x):Ah0i)) j Ah1i:However, if our operational semantis were to selet from all possible next stepswith equal probability, then the �rst proess would output a 0 followed by a 1one half of the time, and the sequene 1; 0 the other half of the time. The intro-dution of the private hannel in the seond proess would bias the omputationso that the 0; 1 sequene would our with only twenty-�ve perent probabilitywhile the 1; 0 sequene would our with seventy-�ve perent probability. Inother words, the most obvious probabilisti sheduling rules yield a situation inwhih the introdution of a silent ation hanges the behavior of the proess as awhole. The solution we have hosen is to give priority to silent ations, allowingthem to our before any redutions involving publi hannels. We thereby keepthe probability of sheduling silent ations from interfering with the shedulingof observable ations.2.3 Operational SemantisWith our goals for the semantis of our language now learly in mind, we proeedto a preise de�nition of the semantis itself. Let P be a proess with all privatehannel names alpha-renamed to be distint. We indutively de�ne the multiset



S(P ) of shedulable proesses in P as follows:S(P ) = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
; if P = 0S(Q) if P = (�):QP if P = (x):Q or P = hT iS(Q) if P = [T1 = T2℄:Q and T1 = T2; if P = [T1 = T2℄:Q and T1 6= T2S(P1) [ S(P2) if P = P1jP2Note that every proess in S(P ) is either waiting for input or ready to output.In fat, we identify a proess with its shedulable subproesses, so that whenwe write P jQ , say, we mean preisely the same thing as QjP , sine the multisetof shedulable subproesses is idential in both ases.The multiset E(P ) of eligible interations ontains pairs of elements (P1; P2)suh that P1; P2 2 S(P ) and suh that P1 is of the form hT i and P2 is of theform (x):Q . In other words, eah pair onsists of two proesses ready to interat.If E(P ) ontains any pairs whose pending ommuniation is on a hannel witha private hannel name, then all pairs whose pending ommuniation is not ona private hannel are removed from E(P ). It is in this way that we ensure thatall private ommuniations take priority over publi ommuniations, and anbe onsidered to happen immediately, before \ordinary" ommuniations.Let S(P ) = fP1; : : : ; Png . We selet uniformly at random from among theeligible interations, thereby obtaining a pair (Pi; Pj). Let x be the variablebound by the pending input in Pj . Realling that the omputation of termsis itself probabilisti, we perform the alulation required to ompute the termoutput by Pi . Suppose that this omputation yields the value t with probabilityp . Then, we say that P redues in one step to Q with probability p= jE(P )j (andwrite P ;p=jE(P )j Q) if Q isP1 j P2 j : : : j Pi�1 j Pi+1 j : : : j Pj [t=x℄ j : : : j Pn:In other words, Pi has been removed from the proess expression, while thevalue of x in Pj has been replaed by the value sent by Pi . We intend theseprobabilities to be umulative, so that if there are a plurality of di�erent waysin whih P ; Q the total probability assoiated with P ; Q is the sum of theprobabilities for eah of the various ways.3 Proess EquivaleneTwo proesses P and Q are observationally equivalent, written P ' Q , if anyprogram C[P ℄ ontaining P has the same observable behavior as the programC[Q℄ with Q replaing P . To make this more preise for a spei� programminglanguage L , we assume the language de�nition gives rise to some set of programontexts, eah ontext C[ ℄ onsisting of a program with a \hole" (indiated byempty square brakets [ ℄) in whih to insert a phrase of the language, and some



set Obs of onrete observable ations, suh as integer or string outputs. Wealso assume that there is some semanti evaluation relation eval; , with M eval; vmeaning that evaluation or exeution of the program M produes the observableation v .We perform an experiment on a proess P by plaing it in a ontext C[ ℄ ,running the resulting proess, and seeing whether or not a partiular observablev ours.The main idea underlying the onept of observational equivalene isthat the properties of a program that matter are preisely the properties thatan be observed by experiment. Although we presented the basi form of obser-vational equivalene below in [LMMS98℄, we repeat the basi motivation herefor ompleteness. We now ommit ourselves to uniform families of proesses andontexts (in whih all members of a family represented by the same expression,but parameterized by some natural number), mirroring the usual assumptionsregarding protools and seurity parameters mentioned earlier.3.1 De�nition of EquivaleneFor the proess language onsidered in this paper, we are interested in ontextsthat distinguish between proesses. (We will not need to onsider observationalequivalene of terms.) Therefore, the ontexts of interest are proess expressionswith a \hole", given by the following grammarC[ ℄ : : = [ ℄ j n(x):C[ ℄ j P jC[ ℄ j C[ ℄jQ j(�):C[ ℄ j [M = N ℄C[ ℄A proess observation will be a ommuniation event on a publi hannel. Morespei�ally, we let Obs be the set of all possible observations, i.e., the set ofpairs hn;mi , where n is a publi hannel name and m is an integer. We writeP eval; o if evaluation of proess expression P results in the observation o 2 Obs .Intuitively, given program phrases P and Q , ontext C[ ℄ and observation o ,it seems reasonable to ompare the probability that C[P ℄ eval; o to the probabilitythat C[Q℄ eval; o . However, sine a probability distribution is an in�nite entity, itis not lear how to \observe" a distribution. We might run C[P ℄ some number oftimes, ount how many times o ours, and then repeat the series of experimentsfor C[Q℄ . If the probabilities are very di�erent, then we might be able to observethis di�erene (with high on�dene) by a few runs of eah program. However,if the probabilities are very lose, then it might take many more runs of bothprograms to distinguish them.As a �rst step toward developing a workable notion of observable equivalene,we de�ne omputational indistinguishability within fator � by saying that P '�Q if 8C[ ℄: 8v 2 Obs: jProb[C[P ℄ eval; v℄� Prob[C[Q℄ eval; v℄j � �An immediate diÆulty with '� is that it is not a transitive relation. Moreover,it is not lear how to di�erentiate large � from small � . Spei�ally, we would like



to draw a distintion between sets of proesses that are \lose" in behavior fromthose that are \far apart." Intuitively, the distintion should have something todo with running time, sine it takes more trials to distinguish random variablesthat di�er by a small amount than to distinguish random variables that di�erby a large amount.We an bring onepts from asymptoti omplexity theory to bear on thesituation if the proesses P and Q under onsideration are atually familiesof proesses indexed by natural numbers. This point of view �ts our intendedappliation, sine, as mentioned earlier, ryptographi primitives and seurityprotools are generally de�ned with some seurity parameter that may be in-reased if greater resistane to tampering is required.A proess family P is a proess of the form n(n):P 0 . If P is a proess family,we write Pn for (�n):(nhni j P ). A ontext family is the analogous onstrution,but with a single hole permitted in the body of P . Let us assume that P =fPngn�0 and Q = fQngn�0 are proess families and C[ ℄ = fCn[ ℄gn�0 a familyof ontexts. We assume that the running times of Pn , Qn and Cn[ ℄ are boundedby polynomials in n . Then for funtion f , we de�ne asymptoti equivalenewithin f for two proess families P and Q by writing P 'f Q if8C[ ℄:8o 2 Obs: 9n0:8n � n0:jProb[Cn[Pn℄ eval; o℄� Prob[Cn[Qn℄ eval; o℄j � f(n)In words, P and Q are asymptotially equivalent within f if, for every om-putational experiment given by a ontext family and an observable value, thedi�erene between experimental observation of Pn and experimental observationof Qn is bounded by f(n), for all suÆiently large n .Sine we onsider polynomial fators \small", we de�ne observational equiv-alene of probabilisti proesses byP ' Q if P '1=p Q for every polynomial p:We sketh below the proof that this relation is an equivalene relation. Moreover,we believe that this formal de�nition reasonably models the ability to distinguishtwo proesses by feasible intervention and observation.If P and Q are two proess families whih are not observationally equivalentbeause the probability that Cn[Pn℄ eval; o ours with a notieably di�erentprobability than Cn[Qn℄ eval; o , then we all C the distinguishing ontext andall o the distinguishing observation.3.2 Properties of Observational EquivaleneWe note �rst that observational equivalene is indeed an equivalene relation.Lemma 1. Observational equivalene is reexive, symmetri and transitive.Proof. Reexivity and symmetry are immediate from the de�nition. Supposenow that P '1=p Q and Q '1=q R . Let o be an arbitrary element of Obs . Let



nP0 be the least value suh that the observational equivalene ondition holds forP and Q . De�ne nQ0 similarly, but for Q and R . Then, for all n � max(nP0 ; nQ0 )jProb[Cn[Pn℄ eval; o℄� Prob[Cn[Rn℄ eval; o℄j � 1=p(n) + 1=q(n):Assuming, without loss of generality, that p(n) � q(n), we may bound this valueby 1=(p(n)=2). Sine o was hosen arbitrarily, we may onlude that P ' R , asrequired.In order to analyze hanges in the probability of observable ations, we in-dutively de�ne a mapping from proesses to direted graphs. For any proessP , the verties of the graph G(P ) are all proesses to whih P redues in zeroor more steps. The edges of the graph are labeled with probabilities, with anedge with label p from node Q to R if and only if Q;p R . Note that for anyproess family P , the number of nodes and edges in G(Pn) is independent of n ,sine there are no onstruts in the proess alulus that depend on the valuesof term variables. An exeution � of P is a path through G(P ). The probabilityp� is the produt of the weights of the edges that make up � . It is lear thatP� p� = 1.Lemma 2. For any proess P , G(P ) is ayli, and the only node with noinoming edges is that orresponding to P .Proof. Immediate from the fat that all proesses have �nite representations,and that redution always shortens that representation.If C [P ℄ ;p R we say that this omputation step does not touh P if thereexists a ontext D suh that R = D [P ℄ and suh that for all proesses Q wehave C [Q℄;p D [Q℄ . In other words, the omputation step does not touh P ifthe step does not in any way depend on P . We say that a path � touhes P ifany redution along � touhes P .Lemma 3. Suppose P 6�= Q . Let C be a distinguishing ontext and o the orre-sponding distinguishing observation. Then, there exists a path � through eitherG(C [Pn℄) or G(C [Qn℄) suh that o = o� and suh � touhes Pn or Qn . Fur-thermore, p� must be at least 1=p(n) for some polynomial p .Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that o ours more often in C [Pn℄than in C [Qn℄ . Then, there must exist a path � through G(C [Pn℄) suh thato� = o . Choose � so that p� is maximal, from the set of paths suh that o� = o .Denote the total number of possible paths through G(C [Pn℄) by  . Note that is independent of n , by the omments above. Therefore, p� � 1=f(n) where fis the distinguishing polynomial for P and Q .Lemma 4. For any proess family P , and any ontext family C ,C [[x = y℄:P ℄ �= C [P ℄if C [[x = y℄:h1i℄ �= C [h1i℄ :



Proof. Suppose that C [[x = y℄:P ℄ �= C [P ℄ . Let D be the distinguishing ontext.Then, by the previous lemma, there must exist a path through D [C [[x = y℄:P ℄℄or through D [C [P ℄℄ touhing one of the two proesses with probability at least1=p(n) for some polynomial p . But, by the hypothesis, this path also existsthrough the other proess with probability at least 1=2p(n)Lemma 5. Let C be an arbitrary ontext family with two holes, and let  bea private hannel name unused in C . Then, (�):C [hT i℄ [( )℄ �= C [0℄ [[1 = 1℄℄whenever the struture of C ensures that the seond hole is in S(C) only whenthe �rst hole is as well.In other words, private hannels may be freely introdued, provided the datasent on them is never used, and provided that the output is always available bythe time the input is requested.Proof. By Lemma 3, it is suÆient to show simply that for any proess familyP , P �= (�):(hTi j ( ):P) and to onsider only ontexts of the form Q j [℄ .Now, suppose that E(Q) ontains no private hannel ommuniations. Then,the only one-step redution from Q j (�):(hTi j ( ):P) is to Q j P , so the resultis lear. In general, any omputation path whih touhes the hole will result inthe redution on  . Beause private ommuniations are given priority by thesheduling model, any observable ation of Q will be delayed until that redutionhas ourred.4 Analysis of the Bellare-Rogaway AuthentiationProtoolWe now turn our attention to an authentiation protool proposed by Bellareand Rogaway [BR94℄. This protool does not provide serey, but provides au-thentiation based on a shared seret between the two parties. The seret isthe index of one funtion from a pseudo-random family of funtions. A pseudo-random family of funtions is a set of funtions, indexed by a natural number.Eah funtion should behave unpreditably on suessive inputs: there should beno polynomial time tests whih reliably distinguish between a random funtionand these pseudo-random funtions. Based only on this shared seret, the twoparties an reognize omputations that are performed by eah other, but thesame ability is not a�orded to any observer or adversary who does not know theseret funtion.Let f be a pseudo-random funtion family. Suppose that A and B share aseret natural number t , and thereby a seret pseudorandom funtion ft . Theprotool onsists of three steps, here expressed in the notation usually found inthe literature:1. A! B fNag2. B ! A fKb;Ka; Na; Nb; ft(hKb;Ka; Na; Nbi)g3. A! B fKa; Nb; ft(hKa; Nbi)g



Here, Na and Nb are randomly hosen \nones," and Ka and Kb are numbersassoiated with known priniples A and B (informally, one might onsider theseto be the publi keys assoiated with those identities.) New nones are hoseneah time the protool is exeuted. At the onlusion of the protool, A knowsNb , B knows Na , and both an be assured that these values ame from theother. Intuitively, they have this assurane beause nobody else an omputethe values ft(hKb;Ka; Na; Nbi) and ft(hKa; Nbi).4.1 Expression in Proess CalulusWe an express the protool more formally in our alulus. Our alulus requiresmore preision than the informal notation above. In partiular, the behavior ofpartiipants who reeive ill-formatted messages is made expliit; they immedi-ately halt.We onstrut the expression for this protool in a modular fashion. First, wegive a formal desription of a random number server whih will play the role ofthe pseudo-random funtion. We use the following expression, parameterized bya number N , for the N th random number server. In partiular, let R(N) bethe fragment given by:RSN(x):( LET r = ft(k) INRNDNhrij RCHKN(y; z):[y = x AND z = r℄:ROKNh1i)Here, it is understood that R(1), say, will be the fragment given above, butwith the N in the hannel names replaed with 1, so that, for example, the �rstread will our on RS1 . The so-alled random number server is a ode fragmentthat will assoiate a random number (r ) with a value (x), and remember theassoiation so that it may be queried later. In this ase, of ourse, there is no realrandomness, sine ft is deterministi. However, the spei�ation of the protoolwill involve replaing the pseudo-random funtion with real randomness, andthis hange will make neessary keeping trak of what random numbers wereassigned to what values. This onstrution is a spei� example of a more generalonstrut; namely, it is a means of sharing a funtion between multiple proessesin the same way that LET shares a value between multiple proesses.Next we desribe the ations of the atual parties themselves. The fragmentfor A is given by:LET Na = rand(k) INAB1hNaij BA(w; x; y; Nb; z):[w = Kb AND x = Ka AND y = Na℄:( RCHK1hfKb; Ka; Na; Nbg ; zij ROK1( ):( RS2hfKa; Nbgij RND2(r):AB2hKa; Nb; rij AOKh1i))Here rand(k) is a funtion that returns a truly random k -bit number. Thethird line heks that the message from B in the third step of the protool is



reasonable. In partiular, we hek that B sends bak the none sent by A , andthat the hash value ft(fKb;Ka; Na; Nbg) is orret. The last step is the one thatis supposed to be authentiating B , sine presumably (with high probability)only A and B an ompute ft(fKb;Ka; Na; Nbg).Finally, the fragment for B is given by:LET Nb = rand(k) INAB1(Na): ( RS1hfKb; Ka; Na; Nbgij RND1(r):BAhKb; Ka; Na; Nb; rij AB2(x; y; z):[x = Ka AND y = Nb℄:RCHK2hfKa; Nbg ; zij ROK2( ):BOKh1i)The proess family P , then, is given by:k(k): LET t = rand(k) IN(�RS1;RND1;RCHK1;ROK1;RS2;RND2;RCHK2;ROK2):(RS(1) j RS(2) j A j B)Note that all ommuniation to and from the random number servers is donevia private hannels, representing the fat that ft is a shared seret between Aand B . Thus, the only messages sent on publily available hannels orrespondpreisely to those present in the original informal desription of the protool.4.2 Spei�ationThe spei�ation of the protool is similar to the original protool. However, wewish to express the fat that the two parties have authentiated eah other. Tothis end, eah proess transmits the value it believes to be the other's none bakto the originating party on a private hannel. The reipient of this message thenompares the none it sent to this value, thereby ensuring that no messages havebeen altered by the adversary in transit.Note that in this partiular protool there is no attempt to ensure the se-rey of any data. Instead, the goal is authentiity. Therefore, the only way anadversary an \win" is to alter some of the messages passing bak in forth, andthereby ause both A and B to send messages on the AOK and BOK hannelswhen they should not. If the adversary were able to aomplish suh a feat, itwould indiate that that A and B ould not distinguish a onversation withone-another from a onversation with a maliious adversary. In other words,they ould not be assured of the authentiity of the messages they reeived.We modify the above protool fragment for A to beome Aspe as follows:LET Na = rand(k) INAB1hNaij BA(w; x; y; Nb; z):[w = Kb AND x = Ka AND y = Na℄:( RCHK1hfKb; Ka; Na; Nbg ; zij ROK1( ):( RS2hfKa; Nbgij RND2(r):AB2hKa; Nb; rij BAP(u):[u = fKb; Ka; Nag℄:AOKh1ij ABPhfKa; Nbgi))



Similarly, Bspe is:LET Nb = rand(k) INAB1(Na): (RS1hfKb; Ka; Na; Nbgij RND1(r):BAhKb; Ka; Na; Nb; rij BAPhfKb; Ka; Nagij AB2(x; y; z):[x = Ka AND y = Nb℄:RCHK2hfKa; Nbg ; zij ROK2( ):ABP(u):[u = fKa; Nbg℄:BOKh1i)The full proess family Pspe is then:k(k): LET t = rand(k) IN(�RS1;RND1;RCHK1;ROK1;RS2;RND2;RCHK2;ROK2;ABP;BAP):(RS(1) j RS(2) j Aspe j Bspe)The key idea in the spei�ation proess is that Aspe and Bspe send thevalues they reeive on publi hannels bak to eah other on private hannels.In this way, the reipient of the private message an verify that the messageshe sent earlier was aurately reeived. Thus, the spei�ation ensures thatany tampering on the part of the adversary will ause the protool to fail. Thistehnique is our standard approah for writing spei�ations for authentiationprotools. For other protools, one an speify serey alone, or speify sereyand authentiity together [LMMS98℄.4.3 Proof of EquivaleneWe must now show that the implementation P is observationally equivalent toits spei�ation Pspe . We show this equivalene in two stages. First, we showthat Pspe is observationally equivalent to P0spe , whih is just like Pspe , butwithout the heks introdued on the private hannels. Then, we an invokeLemma 5 to show that P0spe is equivalent to P , and then, by Lemma 1 we havethat P �= Pspe .Conretely, suppose that u 6= fKb; Ka; Nag in the hek introdued in Aspe .Then, sine BAP is private, it must be the ase that the value reeived on AB1 byBspe was some value � 6= Na . Sine Aspe heks that [w = Kb AND x = Ka AND y = Na℄ ,and sine Bspe faithfully relays � on BA , it must be the ase that the ontexthas interepted this message from Bspe , and replaed it with a new message.But, by hypothesis on ft , the hane that the ontext is able to �nd Æ; Æ0; �; suh that  = ft(Æ; Æ0; �; �) is 1=2k . So, by Lemma 4, we an remove the hek.A similar argument applies to the hek present in Bspe .It remains only to show that we may remove the newly introdued privatehannels ABP and BAP ompletely. By Lemma 5, we must show only that thewrites on these hannels are ready whenever the reads are. But this fat isimmediate from examination of the data ow in Pspe .



5 Conlusion and Future DiretionsThe work presented here sits between the existing disiplines of protool analy-sis, where ryptography is presumed perfet and is treated as a blak box, andryptography, where exat requirements oming from spei� protools are notaddressed. Our work bridges this gap, providing a struture within whih proto-ol seurity an be redued diretly to well-known ryptographi assumptions.Our work, building on the spi-alulus and Dolev-Yao adversary model, expandsthe modeled apabilities of the attaker to inlude operations suh as guessing aseret key. In order to restrain suh attakers from naive but impratial guessingattaks on exponentially large keyspaes, we must restrit them to polynomialtime. Furthermore, sine there is a hane the attaker may guess orretly, wemust reason about the probability of suessful attak.Our framework uses a proess alulus for de�ning probabilisti polynomial-time proesses ommuniating over a network in suh a way as to allow anadversarial proess aess to read and manipulate the various ommuniations.Seurity properties of a given protool may be formulated in our framework bywriting another, idealized protool and showing that the environment behaviors,whih represent de�nable adversaries, have the same observable interations witheither protool. For this purpose we propose a de�nition of observational equiv-alene for probabilisti programs that is based on the view that large di�erenesin probability are easier to observe than small di�erenes. When we distinguishbetween \large" and \small" using asymptoti behavior, we arrive at a de�ni-tion of observational equivalene that oinides with a standard onept fromryptography, namely, indistinguishability by polynomial-time statistial tests[Yao82℄, and whih enjoys ertain important properties suh as transitivity.The steps taken in this paper and those before form the basis for a largerprogram that we hope to see arried out over the next few years. In part fol-lowing the program established in the study of spi-alulus [AG97℄, we hopeto develop methods for reasoning about observational equivalene (or some ap-proximation to observational equivalene suh as probabilisti trae equivaleneor bisimulation) and use these methods to establish seurity properties of var-ious protools. We hope that an e�etive set of priniples and proof rules aredeveloped in this vein. We also hope that ertain foundational questions aboutprobabilisti proess alulus an be addressed in the near term. Work like thatof Volpano and Smith [VS98℄ and Kozen [Koz81℄ may be of diret relevane here.We also hope to generalize our main results to inlude ontexts with multipleholes and ontexts with bounded repliation. These generalizations would pro-vide more overage of feasible attak senarios. Finally, we have begun to use ourframework to provide rigorous, uniform de�nitions of traditional ryptographionepts, like hosen plaintext attaks, hosen iphertext preproessing attaks,and hosen iphertext postproessing attaks.In sum, this paper provides a framework for reasoning about more detailedproperties of protools than previous analysis tools and methods have allowed.We have shown how this framework an be applied to a reent authentiationprotool of Bellare-Rogaway. This paper also presents a detailed model of obser-
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